The challenges of machine semantic understanding have not yet been satisfactorily solved by automated methods. In our approach, the semantics and syntax of words, phrases and documents are represented by deep semantic vectors that capture both the structure and semantic meaning of the language. Our experiment reproduces the experiment done by Patwardhan and Pedersen 2006, but uses random index vectors for the words, glosses and tweets. Our model first determines random index vectors from glosses and definitions for words from WordNet. From these foundational semantic vectors, random index vectors that represent phrases, sentences or tweets are determined. Our set of algorithms relies on high-dimensional distributed representations, and their effectiveness and versatility derive from the unintuitive properties of such representations: from the mathematical properties of high-dimensional spaces. High-dimensional vector representations have been used successfully in modeling human cognition, such as memory and learning. Our semantic vectors are high-dimensional and capture the meaning of a language expression, such as a word, phrase, query, news article, story or a message. A key benefit of our method is that the dimensionality of the vectors remains constant as we add data; this also allows good generalization to rarely seen words, which "borrow strength" from their more frequent neighbors.
Introduction
Automated word meaning, semantic understanding and semantic similarity have not yet been satisfactorily solved by automated methods. Determining the meaning of words and the content of documents and messages are difficult challenges for automation, especially when trying to generalize over multiple styles of speaking and over multiple languages. Our methods of creating vectors that contain this information improves the speed and accuracy of algorithms in capturing meaning from free text, thus also improving the tools for sifting through and screening text for further examination by human analysts. Our algorithms are based on high-dimensional distributed representations, and their effectiveness and versatility derive from the unintuitive properties of such representations---from the mathematical properties of high-dimensional spaces.
High-dimensional vector representations have been used successfully in modeling human cognition, such as memory and learning (i.e. [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] and [5] ). They prevail in machine learning and are used widely in corpusbased language research and in practical systems such as search engines. More recently, it has been discovered that syntactic structure and relations can also be encoded in such vectors, and that the vectors for syntax can be combined with vectors that encode semantic similarity. These ideas are based on two ideas that descend from artificial neural networks, Random Indexing (RI) and Holographic Reduced Representation (HRR) ( [6] , [7] , [8] [9] ).
A semantic vector is a high-dimensional vector that captures the meaning of a language expression, such as a word or a phrase or a query or a news article or a story or a message. Expressions with similar meaning are encoded by vectors that are close to each other in the vector space, and can be the means for automating the selection of messages for further examination, for example.
Traditional semantic vectors, such as those produced by Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [9] , [10] , ignore the compositional or deep structure of language---its syntax or grammar---and do not capture much of the meaning in a message. Syntax is traditionally handled with symbolic processing, but then including the semantics becomes a craft. Our method allows syntactic categories and relations to be included in the semantic vectors, and allows the automation of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and the extraction of meaning beyond what is possible with current methods.
Natural Language Processing
Natural language processing offers two main challenges: Word meanings are highly ambiguous and most words are rare, making them hard to model [11] . Current knowledge-based methods rely on large lexicons, rule-bases, and ontologies. Well-tuned knowledge-based methods have performed very well in recent competitions [12] , [13] , [14] , and [15] . However, coverage of widely varying text is brittle, and knowledge has to be encoded for each language.
Current statistical algorithms (e.g., LSA, probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [16] , and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [17] ) model the statistics of word co-occurrence or word sequences (as in Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [18] ), and have led to tremendous progress in machine translation and topic discovery, but these methods largely operate on surface features, ignoring syntactic or semantic structure beyond part-of-speech tagging. Scaling using these conventional methods can also be a problem. In contrast, our approach makes use of additional linguistic information, and thus will overcome conventional methods lack of semantics and scaling.
A unified treatment of language by computer automated algorithms would greatly facilitate interpretation of large collections of text, reports, messages, and news articles that analysts use. Text query and search would be improved, and interacting with computer-controlled systems would be made less difficult. More powerful and inclusive deep semantic vectors would improve many traditional NLP tools.
Semantic Vectors
Semantic vectors capture the meanings of words based on the contexts in which they occur. Our method allows a rich variety of contexts, including neighboring words in text, larger contexts such as paragraphs, and "relational contexts" as given by WordNet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu) and other ontologies and semantic nets. The resulting semantic vectors for "similar" words are close to each other, but the nature of the similarity depends on the context used to derive the vectors, and includes both substitutional similarity ("doctor" and "nurse") and relatedness ("doctor" and "hospital"). Our semantic vector methods work equally well using the bag of words in a paragraph or a document, as when using purely local context; and also make it easy to broaden the definition of context to include paragraph-leveltopics and grammatical and causal relations between words.
The use of random indexing as a means of storing and comparing text statements has great potential. There are many ways to compare text. The most common way currently is to use a sliding window around a word and collect the words used with it to help define this word and find the similarity in its use with other words. A second approach is to use all the words in a statement to build a semantic vector which captures the meaning of the word in that context. Capturing this data creates a very large workspace which is difficult to store and process in real time. While many applications do not require real time processing it is very important in many applications. The storage space required to handle a large text corpus is also a concern with many methods. Random Indexing using sparse vectors is a good approach to overcoming both of these concerns.
A key benefit of our semantic vectors is the substantial dimensionality reduction from projecting very large vocabularies onto, for our example, an eight thousand dimensional space of semantic vectors. This allows good generalization to rarely seen words, which "borrow strength" from their more frequent neighbors, it allows incorporation of larger contexts, and it speeds computation over the more memory intensive n-gram language models. Our algorithm incorporates word vectorization through a novel high dimensional random vector described in Kanerva (2009) [4] . The model we used is similar to the experiment done by Patwardhan and Petersen (2006) [19] . Our semantic vector model representations will scale to very large training corpora and will enable better coverage of rare terms and higher certainty for normal text patterns as well as easy inclusion of additional information to the current baseline. This method is also language agnostic and little effort is required to apply them to new foreign languages.
Experiment Description
The experiment we did was based on similar work done by Patwardhan and Petersen [19] . In our experiment, our goal was to build a random index vector that would measure the semantic relatedness of concepts, using WordNet. WordNet represents a large number of concepts and is available in many languages. However, in this experiment we used only English words. Each word in WordNet contains a definition and a set of synonyms that represent the same concept. For example, the concept home can also be expressed as dwelling, domicile, abode, or habitation, and many others. These words are known as a synset in WordNet. Each word is also associated with a definition, as well as a gloss. A gloss is a partial sentence that contains the meaning of the work in a certain sense;
The definition for this first sense of home is Each RI representation of one definition and gloss became a first order vector for each word or concept. The second order vector for a word is created by combining its first order vector with the first order vector of the other concepts.
In order to create our vectors, we start by creating individual vectors for all the words in WordNet. These are all the single words from WordNet -the version we used was the wordnet30 database. For example, for the word home, we generate a vector of length 8000 and randomly populate 24 of the positions with a 1 or -1. A RI is generated for each sense of the word. These are saved in a table. The process starts by looking at all noun words (there could be nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs). All noun senses are processed, and for each sense, the glosses and the definition to the original RI by first removing all stop words and parsing the remaining text. Stop words are common, short function words, such as a, at, for, and the. We then determined the lemma (the base or dictionary form) for each word, and then found the corresponding RI that was generated from the original WordNet words.
are added together for each word. This process is then done for verbs, adverbs and adjectives. The for nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives are then added together this becomes the RI for the total word. This is the second order vector and is created by combining the first order vectors for any particular word, definition and gloss using addition with the first order RI vectors of the words in the definition of the other words in the WordNet definition. The focus words were selected from a list of words that had been used in a number of other experiments to determine context similarity [19] , [20] and [21] .
Random Index Example
The following are the steps we took for the creation of the semantic vector for home which has definitions for four parts of speech.
1. A RI for the word home is generated. For the definitions and glosses, the stop words are removed and the lemmas are determined for the remaining words; for example, the first modified gloss is deliver package home. The next step is to find the RI for each of the words deliver, package, home and add them together. This is the output from WordNet for the first sense of home: home#1 (S: (n) home#1, place#7 (where you live at a particular time) "deliver the package to my home"; "he doesn't have a home to go to"; "your place or mine?") :. 2. T rd as it was originally generated is now added to for the synonyms, glosses and definitions. This becomes the RI for home noun sense#1. 3. The same process is done for all the senses for home noun that would be 9 senses. When complete, all noun are added together for home noun and saved in the database. 4. This process is then done for verbs, adjectives and adverbs for home.
5. The next step is to add the RI for nouns to the RI for verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. This becomes the RI for the word home. For our experiment, our vocabulary was the set of all the different words in WordNet. The initial random index vector was fixed at the start of processing and was basically uncorrelated with other RI vectors. A semantic vector was then generated by combining the information within each word by adding their RI vectors as described above. The surrounding text becomes the context for each word. The cosine similarity is used as a measure of similarity of these context vectors. Our hypothesis was that words with similar meanings would acquire similar semantic vectors.
Experiment Results
Our results are promising and are shown in table 1. Our results are comparable to the other results from [14] and [15] , but there are some reasons why some of our results are different from the other data. We believe that the best result will come from keeping the senses totally separate as well as by having more words, definitions and glosses in the dictionary that is being used as the basis for each word. Table 1 . Word pairs semantic relatedness result compared to rank of [14] and [15] Looking at words like young, youngish, youngest there are very different senses to young and youngest for example. The Stanford package produces a lemma that is most like the WordNet approach. A proper stemmer often reduces words to a stem that is not in WordNet. To reduce the ~200,000 words in WordNet to 20,000 might be the result of a stemmer. Using a stemmer available that more closely matches WordNet results that may be the best approach. What words to remove or keep is also a question that we experimented with.
Adding in hyponyms, hypernyms, etc. may have boosted the word space also. There are several variables to experiment with. Different linkages could be explored as potential data to add to the method. Some other traditional text processing may be of help also. For example it would be useful to know if we were dealing with a compound sentence in a tweet we were analyzing. When processing word pairs as we did in this experiment it was not a consideration but in tweets it would be.
Summary
Random indexing can capture context-based semantics in high-dimensional vectors and can complement or replace traditional systems that rely on principal components (e.g., LSA). HRR makes it possible to encode compositional structure in high-dimensional vectors and thus include syntax, which is traditionally handled in symbolic representation. contained in the contexts in which the word occurs. In the random indexing method, each word in the vocabulary is represented by two high dimensional random indexing vectors. These RI vectors are fixed at the start and uncorrelated with other RI vectors. We then encode the RI vectors into (dense) semantic vectors, or semantic context vectors, that are learned from a large amount of text.
In the RI approach, the structure and ordering of a language is captured through permutation and projection of these random indexing vectors, flattening a sequence of vectors `a b c d ...' into a single vector. We have started with labeled English text and English WordNet as sources, and we have developed a method of computing semantic vectors that encode both the context and relations expressed as the network structure. We used a WordNet-based measure of semantic relatedness that combines the structure and content of WordNet with co-occurrence information derived from raw text. Using co-occurrence information along with the WordNet definitions, we built gloss vectors that correspond to each concept in WordNet. The gloss vector measure works by forming second-order co-occurrence vectors from the glosses or WordNet definitions of concepts. Numeric scores of relatedness have been assigned to a pair of concepts by measuring the cosine of the angle between their respective gloss vectors. We showed that this measure compares favorably to other measures with respect to human judgments of semantic relatedness, and that it performs well when used in a word-sense disambiguation algorithm that relies on semantic relatedness. This measure is flexible in that it can make comparisons between any two concepts without regard to their part of speech. In addition, it can be adapted to different domains, since any plain text corpus can be used to derive the co-occurrence information.
